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noted on the cover, we are happy to introduce Seung- Hyun Lee to the author team. Greg has
known Seung since we both joined the faculty at the University of Texas at Dallas in We
appreciate the constructive and positive feedback that we have received on our work. The Dess
book comprehensively covers the fundamentals of strategy and supports concepts with
research and managerial insights. I use Strategic Management in a capstone course required of
all business majors, and students appreciate the book because it synergizes all their business
education into a meaningful and understandable whole. The Dess book overcomes many of the
limitations of the last book I used in many ways: a presents content in a very interesting and
engrossing manner without compromising the depth and comprehensiveness, b inclusion of
timely and interesting illustrative examples, and c EOC exercises do an excellent job of
complementing the chapter content. The content is current and my students would find the
real-world examples to be extremely interesting. Bottom line: the authors do a great job of
explaining complex material and at the same time their use of up-to-date examples promotes
learning. We always strive to improve our work and we are most appreciative of the extensive
and thoughtful feedback that many strategy professionals have graciously given us. We believe
we have made valuable improvements throughout our many revised editions of Strategic
Management. And we are. First, we build in rigor by drawing on the latest research by
management scholars and insights from management consultants to offer a current a current
and comprehensive view of strategic issues. We also increase relevance by relating course
topic and examples to current business and societal themes, including environmental
sustainability, ethics, globalization, entrepreneurship, and data analytics. Third, we stress
readability with an engaging writing style with minimal jargon to ensure an effective learning
experience. Unlike other strategy texts, we provide three separate chapters that address timely
topics about which business students should have a solid understanding. These are the role of
intellectual assets in value creation Chapter 4 , entrepreneurial strategy and competitive
dynamics Chapter 8 , and fostering entrepreneurship in established organizations Chapter We
also provide an excellent and thorough chapter on how to analyze strategic management cases.
As we all know, you have a most challenging but rewarding job. We did our best to help you. We
provide a variety of supplementary materials that should help you in class preparation and
delivery. For example, our chapter notes do not simply summarize the material in the text. With
the Ninth Edition, we also benefited from valued input by our strategy colleagues to further
improve our work. Then we will cover some of the major features that we have had in previous
editions. Thus, we all invested an extensive amount of time carefully reviewing a wide variety of
books, academic and practitioner journals, and the business press. We also worked hard to
develop more concise and tightly written chapters. Based on feedback from some of the
reviewers, we have tightened our writing style, tried to eliminate redundant examples, and
focused more directly on what we feel is the most important content in each chapter for our
audience. Such initiatives have the potential to enable firms to better customize their product

and service offerings to customers while more efficiently and fully using the resources of the
company. Throughout the text, we provide examples from a wide range of industries and
government. We discuss how differences in national culture impact the negotiation of contracts
and whether or not to adapt human resource practices when organizations cross national
boundaries. We also include a discussion of how corporate governance practices differ across
countries and discuss in depth how Japan is striving to develop balanced governance practices
that incorporate elements of U. Additionally, we discuss why conglomerate firms thrive in Asian
markets even as this form of organization has gone out of favor in the United States and
Europe. Finally, we discuss research that suggests that firms in transition economies can
improve their innovative performance by focusing on learning across boundaries within the firm
compared to learning from outside partners. The executive is William H. As chief executive
officer of the UT System, he oversees 14 institutions that educate , students and employ 20,
faculty and more than 70, health care professionals, researchers, and staff. He is perhaps best
known for his involvement in Operation Neptune Spear, in which he commanded the U. We are
very grateful for his valuable contribution! Unique to this text, they are all examples of what can
go wrong, and they serve as an excellent vehicle for clarifying and reinforcing strategy
concepts. After all, what can be learned if one simply admires perfection? We focus on bringing
the most important strategy concepts to life in a concise and highly readable manner. And we
work hard to eliminate unnecessary detail that detracts from the main point we are trying to
make. Also, consistent with our previous edition, many of the Spotlights focus on two. We also
discuss three theaters of practice that managers need to recognize in order to optimize the
positive impact of the corporate social responsibility CSR initiatives. These are 1 Focusing on
philanthropy, 2 Improving operational effectiveness, and 3 Transforming the business model.
We provide a detailed example of how it has been used to monitor the expenditures of federal,
state, and local governments. With program hiring, firms offer employment to promising
graduates without knowing which specific job the employee will fill. Firms employing this tactic
believe it allows them to meet changing market conditions by hiring flexible employees who
desire a dynamic setting. We also include a discussion of how Coca Cola is leveraging data
analytics to produce orange juice that is consistent over time and can be tailored to meet local
market tastes. That is, millennials look upon diversity as the blending of different backgrounds,
experiences, and perspectives within a team, i. An important implication is that while many
millennials believe that differences of opinion enable teams to excel, relatively few of them feel
that their leaders share this perspective. The chapter also provides a detailed example of how
data analytics can increase employee retention. In platform markets, firms act as intermediaries
between buyers and sellers. Success is largely based on the ability of the firm to be the de facto
provider of this matching process. We discuss several actions firms can take to stake out a
leadership position in these markets. In addition, we include a discussion of research outlining
how firms can develop organizational structures and policies to draw on customer interactions
to improve their innovativeness. The key finding from this research is that it is critical for firms
to empower and incent front line employees to look for and share innovative insights they take
away from customer interactions. In discussing the differences between contractual alliances,
equity alliances, and joint ventures, students can better understand the range of options they.
Google feels that this is a key reason for its outstanding success in product innovation.
Second, we address some of the challenges that managers encounter when they negotiate
contracts across national boundaries. We discuss research that identifies several elements of
negotiating behaviors that help to identify cultural differences. This raises the risks investors
face. We identify some factors investors can look into to clarify the worthiness and risk of firms
who are raising financial resources through crowdfunding. Activist investors are investors who
take small but significant ownership stakes in large firms, typically 5 to 10 percent ownership,
and push for major strategic changes in the firm. These activist investors are often successful,
winning 70 percent of the shareholder votes they champion and have forced the exit of leaders
of several large firms. Additionally, we discuss a corner of Wall Street where women dominate,
as corporate governance heads at major institutional investors. These institutional investors
hold large blocks of stock in all major corporations. As a result, these female leaders are in a
position to push for governance changes in these corporations to make them more responsive
to the concerns of investors, such as increasing opportunities for female corporate leaders.
Often managers look to outside partners to learn new skills and access new knowledge to
improve their innovative performance. We discuss research that suggests that efforts to look to
create novel combinations of knowledge within the firm offer greater potential to generate
stronger innovation performance. Too often, firms become risk averse in their behavior in order
to avoid failure. We discuss how this can result in missing truly innovative opportunities.
Drawing off research by Julian Birkinshaw, we discuss the need for firms to get their employees

to take bold innovation actions and steps firms can take to learn from failed innovation efforts
to be more effective in future innovation efforts. We also discuss research on the consequences
of losing star innovation employees. Firms worry about the loss of key innovation personnel,
but research shows that while there are costs associated with the loss of star. Firms that lose
key innovators typically experience a loss in exploitation-oriented innovation, but they also
often see an increase in exploration-oriented innovation. These ladies have provided us with
comprehensive and updated information for the Ninth Edition that is organized in a range of
issues. These include competitive intelligence, annual report collections, company rankings,
business websites, and strategic and competitive analysis. Such information is invaluable in
analyzing companies and industries. Crisply written chapters cover all of the strategy bases and
address contemporary topics. First, the chapters are divided logically into the traditional
sequence: strategy analysis, strategy formulation, and strategy implementation. To enhance
student interest, we begin each chapter with a case that depicts an organization that has
suffered a dramatic performance drop, or outright failure, by failing to adhere to sound strategic
management concepts and principles. We believe that this feature serves to underpin the value
of the concepts in the course and that it is a preferred teaching approach to merely providing
examples of outstanding companies that always seem to get it right. We find that students
become very engaged and often animated! It is an exciting way to drive home key strategy
concepts. For example, in Chapter 1, Seventh Generation is faced with a dilemma that confronts
their values and they must decide whether or not to provide their products to some of their
largest customers. At issue: While they sympathize and their values are consistent with the
striking workers at the large grocery chains, should they cross the picket lines? In Chapter 4,
we discuss an issue that can be quite controversial: Does offering financial incentives to
employees to lose weight actually work? We will explain a study by professors and medical
professionals who conducted a test to explore this issue. Some critics may see such a move as
unethical and unpatriotic. Others would argue that it will help the firm save on taxes and benefit
their shareholders. Here, we summarize key research findings on a variety of issues and, more
importantly, address their relevance for making organizations and managers! In Chapter 4, we
address a study that explored the viability of re-hiring employees who had previously left the
organizations. In Chapter 5, we summarize a study that looked at how firms can improve their
innovativeness by drawing on interactions with customers but only if the firm empowers front
line employees to lead innovative efforts and provides incentives to motivate employees to do
so. In Chapter 10, we discuss research on firms in transition economies that found firms which
learn from both external partners and by spanning boundaries within the firm can improve their
innovation. However, learning between units within the firm produced higher innovation
performance. We have included several features in each chapter to add value and create an
enhanced learning experience. First, each chapter begins with an overview and a list of key
learning objectives. Summary review questions. Experiential exercises. Application questions
and exercises. Ethics questions. Approximately a dozen key terms for each chapter are
identified in the margins of the pages. Key strategy concepts are introduced in a clear and
concise manner and are followed by timely and interesting examples from business practice.
The text provides a solid grounding in ethics, globalization, environmental substainability, and
technology. These topics are central themes throughout the book and form the basis for many
of the Strategy Spotlights. Many of the key concepts are applied to start-up firms and smaller
businesses, which is particularly important since many students have professional plans to
work in such firms. Strategic Management features the best chapter teaching notes available
today. Rather than merely summarizing the key points in each chapter, we focus on value-added
material to enhance the teaching and learning experience. Each chapter includes dozens of
questions to spur discussion, teaching tips, in-class group exercises, and about a dozen
detailed examples from business practice to provide further illustrations of key concepts.
Assurance of Learning is an important element of many accreditation standards. Dess 9e is
designed specifically to support your Assurance of Learning initiatives. Each chapter in the
book begins with a list of numbered learning objectives that appear throughout the chapter.
Understanding the importance and value of AACSB accreditation, Dess 9e has sought to
recognize the curricula guidelines detailed in the AACSB standards for business accreditation
by connecting selected questions in Dess 9e and the test bank to the general knowledge and
skill guidelines found in the AACSB standards. The statements contained in Dess 9e are
provided only as a guide for the users of this text. The AACSB leaves content coverage and
assessment within the purview of individual schools, the mission of the school, and the faculty.
While Dess 9e and the teaching package make no claim of any specific AACSB qualification or
evaluation, we have labeled selected questions within Dess 9e according to the six general
knowledge and skills areas. EZ Test Online allows you to create paper and online tests or

quizzes in this easy-to-use program. Imagine being able to create and access your test or quiz
anywhere, at any time, without installing the testing software! Now, with EZ Test Online,
instructors can select questions from multiple McGraw-Hill test banks or author their own and
then either print the test for paper distribution or give it online. PowerPoint Presentation
Prepared by Pauline Assenza of Western Connecticut State University, it consists of more than
slides incorporating an outline for the chapters tied to learning objectives. Also included are
instructor notes, multiple-choice questions that can be used as Classroom Performance System
CPS questions, and additional examples outside the text to promote class discussion. The
Connect eBook makes it easy for students to access their reading material on smartphones and
tablets. Multimedia content such as videos, simulations, and games drive student engagement
and critical thinking skills. SmartBook helps students study more efficiently by delivering an
interactive reading experience through adaptive highlighting and review. Using Connect
improves retention rates by The Connect Insight dashboard delivers data on performance,
study behavior, and effort. Instructors can quickly identify students who struggle and focus on
material that the class has yet to master. Connect automatically grades assignments and
quizzes, providing easy-to-read reports on individual and class performance. Connect
integrates with your LMS to provide single sign-on and automatic syncing of grades. Connect
offers comprehensive service, support, and training throughout every phase of your
implementation. Our Digital Faculty Consultants and Student Ambassadors offer insight into
how to achieve the results you want with Connect. These simulations give students the
immediate opportunity to experiment with various strategy options and to gain proficiency in
applying the concepts and tools they have been reading about in the chapters. To find out more
or to register, please visit With McGraw-Hill Create, Find the content you need in Create by
searching through thousands of leading McGraw-Hill textbooks. Arrange your book to fit your
teaching style. Go to Experience how McGraw- Hill Create empowers you to teach your students
your way. Students have the choice between an online and a downloadable CourseSmart
e-book. Through CourseSmart, students have the flexibility to access an exact replica of their
textbook from any computer that has Internet service, without plug-ins or special software via
the version, or create a library of books on their hard drive via the downloadable version.
Access to CourseSmart e-books is one year. Features: CourseSmart e-books allow students to
highlight, take notes, organize notes, and share the notes with other CourseSmart users.
Students can also search terms across all e-books in their purchased CourseSmart library.
CourseSmart e-books can be printed 5 pages at a time. More info and purchase: Please visit
CourseSmart allows students to try one chapter of the e-book, free of charge, before purchase.
What does this mean for you? Your life, simplified. Say goodbye to the days of logging in to
multiple applications. Deep integration of content and tools. Not only do you get single sign-on
with Connect and Create, you also get deep integration of McGraw-Hill content and content
engines. Seamless gradebooks. Are you tired of keeping multiple gradebooks and manually
synchronizing grades into Blackboard? We thought so. When a student completes an integrated
Connect assignment, the grade for that assignment automatically and instantly feeds into
Blackboard grade center. A solution for everyone. Whether your institution is already using
Blackboard or you just want to try Blackboard on your own, we have a solution for you.
McGraw-Hill and Blackboard can now offer you easy access to industry-leading technology and
content, whether your campus hosts it or we do. Be sure to ask your local McGraw-Hill
representative for details. You can email our product specialists 24 hours a day to get product
training online. Or you can search our knowledge bank of Frequently Asked Questions on our
support website. One of our technical support analysts will be able to assist you in a timely
fashion. Rather, it is the product of the collaborative input of many people. It is time to express
our sincere gratitude. Their input has been very helpful in both pointing out errors in the
manuscript and suggesting areas that needed further development as additional topics. We
sincerely believe that the incorporation of their ideas has been critical to improving the final
product. These professionals and their affiliations are:. Matthew Gilley, PhD St. Third, the
authors would like to thank several faculty colleagues who were particularly helpful in the
review, critique, and development of the book and supplementary materials. Chasteen, Tev
Dalgic, and Livia Markoczy. His administrative assistant, Shalonda Hill, has been extremely
helpful. He also appreciates the support of his dean and associate dean, Hasan Pirkul and
Varghese Jacob, respectively. Greg wishes to thank a special colleague, Abdul Rasheed at the
University of Texas at Arlington, who certainly has been a valued source of friendship and ideas
for us for many years. He provided many valuable contributions to the Ninth Edition. Gerry
thanks all of his colleagues at Michigan State University for their help and support over the
years. Alan thanks his colleagues at Pace University and the Case Association for their support
in developing these fine case selections. Special thanks go to Jamal Shamsie at Michigan State

University for his support in developing the case selections for this edition. Fourth, we would
like to thank the team at McGraw-Hill for their outstanding support throughout the entire
process. This began with John Biernat, formerly publisher, who signed us to our original
contract. He was always available to us and provided a great deal of support and valued input
throughout several editions. Presently, in editorial, Susan Gouijnstook, managing director,
director Mike Ablassmeir, senior product developers Anne Ehrenworth and Katharine Glynn of
Piper Editorial kept things on track, responded quickly to our seemingly endless needs and
requests, and offered insights and encouragement. Once the manuscript was completed and
revised, content project manager Harvey Yep expertly guided it through the content and
assessment production process. Matt Diamond provided excellent design and artwork
guidance. We also appreciate executive marketing manager Debbie Clare and marketing
coordinator Brittany Berholdt for their energetic, competent, and thorough marketing efforts.
Clearly, they deserve a lot of credit even though not mentioned by name for our success. Fifth,
we acknowledge the valuable contributions of many of our strategy colleagues for their
excellent contributions to our supplementary and digital materials. Such content really adds a
lot of value to our entire package! We are grateful to Pauline Assenza at Western Connecticut
State University for her superb work on case teaching notes as well as chapter and case
PowerPoints. Justin Davis, University of West Florida, along with Noushi Rahman, Pace
University, deserve our thanks for their hard work in developing excellent digital materials for
Connect. Thanks also goes to Noushi Rahman for developing the Connect IM that accompanies
this edition of the text. And, finally, we thank Christine Pence, University of California-Riverside,
for her important contributions in revising our test bank and chapter quizzes, and Todd Moss,
Oregon State University, for his hard work in putting together an excellent set of videos online,
along with the video grid that links videos to chapter material. Finally, we would like to thank
our families. For Greg this includes his parents, William and Mary Dess, who have always been
there for him. His wife, Margie, and daughter, Taylor, have been a constant source of love and
companionship. His father, a career U. His wife, five children, and several. Gerry thanks his wife,
Gaelen, for her love, support, and friendship; and his children, Megan and AJ, for their love and
the joy they bring to his life. He also thanks his current and former PhD students who regularly
inspire and challenge him. He also thanks his parents, Gail Eisner and the late Marvin Eisner,
for their support and encouragement. Sean thanks his wife, Hannah, and his two boys, Paul and
Stephen, for their unceasing love and care. He also thanks his parents, Kenny and Inkyung Lee
for being there whenever needed. Failures are not only interesting but also sometimes easier to
learn from. Select boxes incorporate crowdsourcing, environmental sustainability, and ethical
themes. After reading this chapter, you should have a good understanding of the following
learning objectives:. LO The strategic management process and its three interrelated and
principal. LO How an awareness of a hierarchy of strategic goals can help an organization
achieve coherence in its strategic direction. What makes the study of strategic management so
interesting? Things can change so rapidly! Some start-ups can disrupt industries and become
globally recognized names in just a few years. On the other hand, many impressive, high-flying
firms can struggle to reclaim past glory or even fail. As colorfully and ironically! This compares
with only 18 in ! As business picked up, he expanded the business into clothing and home
furnishings and moved the company to Dodgeville, Wisconsin, in where he was its CEO until he
stepped down in The firm was acquired by Sears in , but later spun off in Penney have had a
hard time in recent years positioning themselves in the hotly contested clothing industry. They
are squeezed on the high end by brands like Michael Kors Holdings Ltd. The respondents were
asked 62 questions about diversity and inclusion and the findings demon- strated a snapshot of
shifting generational mindsets. They use this word to describe the mix of unique traits that help
to overcome challenges and attain business objectives. For Millennials, inclusion is the support
for a collaborative environ- ment, and leadership at such an organization must be transpar- ent,
communicative, and engaging. According to the study, when defining diversity, Millennials are
35 percent more likely to focus on unique experiences, whereas 21 percent of non-Millennials
are more likely to focus on representation. The X-generation born between and and Boomer
generation born between and have a different take. Here, inclusion is the integration of individuals of all demographics into one workplace. The study found that when asked about the
business impact on diver- sity, Millennials are 71 percent more likely to focus on teamwork. In
contrast, 28 percent of non-Millennials are more likely to focus on fairness of opportunity. For
example, clashes may occur when managers do not permit Millennials to express themselves
freely. The study found that while 86 percent of Millennials feel that differences of opinion allow
teams to excel, only 59 percent believe that their leaders share this perspective. The study
suggests that a company with an inclusive culture promotes innovation. And it cites research
by IBM and Morgan Stanley that shows that companies with high levels of innovation achieve

the quickest growth in profits and that radical innova- tion outstrips incremental change by
generating 10 times more shareholder value. Sources: Dishman, L. Millennials have a different
definition of diversity and inclusion. For millennials inclusion goes beyond checking traditional
boxes, according to a new Deloitte-- Billie Jean King Leadership Initiative Study. Rather, the
development of social capital that is, the friendships and working relationships among talented
individuals gains importance, because it helps tie knowledge workers to a given firm. Part of the
job is to collaborate with these peers and jointly develop promising drug compounds. There is
little doubt as to which scenario will lead to a higher probability of retaining the scientist. The
interaction, sharing, and collaboration will create a situation in. The family-owned company is
run by Fisk Johnson, the fifth generation of the family to serve as firm CEO. Over the decades,
the firm has built and reinforced its reputation for environmental con- sciousness. Being
privately owned by the Johnson family is part of it. Fisk uses the benefits of dedicated family
ownership to work in both substantive and symbolic ways. On the substantive side, he has
implemented systems in place to improve its environ- mental performance. For example, with its
Greenlist process, the firm rates the ingredients it uses or is considering using. It then rates
each ingredient on several criteria, including biodegrad- ability and human toxicity, and gives
the ingredient a score rang- ing from 0 to 3, with 3 being the most environmentally friendly. The
goal is to increase the percentage of ingredients rated a 2 or a 3 and eliminate those with a
score of 0. With this system, the firm has increased the percentage of ingredients rated as a 2
or. Fisk uses stories from decisions in the past as it acts to sustain its culture of environmental
consciousness. In the late s, regu- lators and environmentalists were raising concerns that
chlorine used in plastic released toxic chemicals when the plastic was burned. As Fisk Johnson
explains, this was a difficult situation for. If you break the culture, you break the machine that
creates your products. Chesky then laid out the power of firm culture in the following words:.
The stronger the culture, the less corporate process a company needs. When the culture is
strong, you can trust everyone to do the right thing. People can be independent and
autonomous. They can be entrepreneurial. In organizations or even in a society where the
culture is weak, you need an abundance of heavy, precise rules, and processes. Berman
pleaded guilty to fraud charges brought by the Justice Department. Instead, Berman transferred
the money to his personal bank account, along with fees paid by portfolio companies. Strategy
Spotlight EXHIBITS Both new and improved exhibits in every chapter provide visual
presentations of the most complex concepts covered to support student comprehension.
However, it may pale when compared with industry standards or norms. Comparing your firm
with all other firms in your industry assesses relative performance. Exhibit 3. Why is there such
variation among the financial ratios for these three industries? There are several reasons. With
regard to the collection period, grocery stores operate mostly on a cash basis, hence a very
short collection period. Semiconductor manu- facturers sell their output to other manufacturers
e. Skilled-nursing facilities also have a longer collection period than grocery stores because
they typically rely on payments from insurance companies. The industry norms for return on
sales also highlight differences among these industries. Grocers, with very slim margins, have a
lower return on sales than either skilled-nursing facil- ities or semiconductor manufacturers.
But how might we explain the differences between. As chief executive officer of the UT System
since January , he oversees 14 institutions that educate , students and employ 20, faculty and
more than 70, health care professionals, researchers, and staff. Special Operations Command
during which time he led a force of 69, men and women and was responsible for conducting
counter-terrorism operations world- wide. McRaven is also a recognized national authority on U.
Bush and Barack Obama and other U. His acclaimed book, Spec. He is noted for his
involvement in Operation Neptune Spear, in which he commanded the U. Navy Special forces
who located and killed al Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden. McRaven has been recognized for his
leadership numerous times by national and international publications and organizations. And in
, Politico named McRaven one of the Politico 50, citing his leadership as instrumental in cutting
through Washington bureaucracy. Question 1. The foundation of effective leadership is being
able to lead yourself. This may sound strange, but it is true. The result is a person who is
capable of leading in an environment of constant stress, chaos, failure and hardships. In fact, to
me, basic SEAL training was a lifetime sampling of micro-challenges I would later face while
leading people and organizations all crammed into six months. Question 2. In leading Neptune
Spear, what were the key leadership decisions you made to build an organization to accomplish
this task? The enemy I faced in Iraq, Afghanistan, Africa, Asia and across the world adapted
quickly to our methods of warfare. Consequently, our organizations. We had to build a flat chain
of command that empowered the lead- ers below us. We had to reduce our own bureaucracy so
we could make timely decisions. We had to collaborate in ways that had never been done in the
history of special operations warfare. The team of teams we built enabled all of our

organizations to derive strength from each other and work together to be successful. We
formed a formal and informal network of subject mat- ter experts bound together by a common
mission, using technology to partner in new ways, brought together through operational
incentives, and a bottom-up desire with top-down support to solve the most complex prob- lems
facing our nation. Essentially, we structured our. Overview People often think that older workers
are less motivated and less healthy, resist change and are less trusting, and have more trouble
balancing work and family. By challenging these stereotypes in your organization, you can keep
your employees working. Older workers are slightly more willing to implement organizational
changes, are not less trusting, and are not less healthy than younger workers. Of the six
investigated, the only stereotype sup- ported was that older workers are less willing to
participate in training and career development. Why This Matters Business leaders must pay
attention to the circumstances of older workers. According to the U. Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Workers aged 25 to 44 should drop from These statistics make clear that recruiting and training
older workers remain critical. When the findings of the meta-analysis are considered, the
challenge of integrating older workers into the work- place becomes acute. Business leaders
should attract,. The alternative is to miss out on a growing pool of valuable human capital. How
can you deal with age stereotypes to keep older workers engaged? The authors suggest three
effective ways:. For instance, make sure hiring practices identify factors important to the job
other than age. Managers can be trained in how to spot age stereotypes and can point out to
employees why the stereo- types are often untrue by using examples of effective older workers.
Realize that older workers can offer a competitive advantage because of skills they possess that
competitors may overlook. Professor Tamara Erickson, who was named one of the top 50 global
business thinkers in , points out that mem- bers of different generations bring different
experiences, assumptions, and benefits to the workforce. Companies can gain a great deal from
creating a culture that welcomes workers of all ages and in which leaders address biases. A
review of studies reveals these stereotypes are largely unfounded. And by employers may have
a smaller pool of younger workers than they do today. Reflecting on Career Implications. This
chapter discusses both the long-term focus of strategy and the need for coherence in strategic
direction. The following questions extend these themes by asking students to consider their
own strategic goals and how they fit with the goals of the firms in which they work or would
seek employment. Attributes of Strategic Management: The attributes of strategic management
described in this chapter are applicable to your personal careers as well. What are your overall
goals and objectives? Who are the stakeholders you have to consider in making your career
decisions family, community, etc. What trade- offs do you see between your long-term and
short-term goals? Strive to take advantage of new opportunities as they arise. Take initiative by
pursuing opportunities to get additional training e. You may be in a better position to take
advantage of such emergent opportunities if you take the effort to prepare for. For example,
learning a foreign language may position you better for an overseas opportunity. Ambidexterity:
In Strategy Spotlight 1. Evaluate yourself along each of these criteria. If you score low, think of
ways in which you can improve your ambidexterity. Strategic Coherence: What is the mission of
your organization? What are the strategic objectives of the department or unit you are working
for? In what ways does your own role contribute to the mission and objectives? What can you
do differently in order to help the organization attain its mission and strategic objectives?
Strategic Coherence: Setting strategic objectives is important in your personal career as well.
Identify and write down three or four important strategic objectives you want to accomplish in
the next few years finish your degree, find a better-paying job, etc. Are you allocating your
resources time, money, etc. Are your objectives measurable, timely, realistic, specific, and
appropriate? We began this introductory chapter by defining strategic management and
articulating some of its key attributes. Strategic management has four key attributes: It is
directed at overall organizational goals, includes multiple stakeholders, incorporates both
short-term and long-term perspectives, and incorporates trade-offs between efficiency and
effectiveness. The second section discussed the strategic management process. We noted how
each of these activities is highly interrelated to and interdependent on the others. We also
discussed how each of the first 12 chapters in this text fits into the three core activities.
Governance mechanisms can be broadly divided into two groups: internal and external. Internal
governance mechanisms include shareholders owners , management led by the chief executive
officer , and the board of directors. External control is exercised by auditors, banks,. We
identified five key stakeholders in all organizations: owners, customers, suppliers, employees,
and society at large. Successful firms go beyond an overriding focus on satisfying solely the
interests of owners. The managers also should recognize and incorporate issues related to
environmental sustainability in their strategic actions. In the fourth section, we discussed
factors that have accelerated the rate of unpredictable change that managers face today. Such

factors, and the combination of them, have increased the need for managers and employees
throughout the organization to have a strategic management perspective and to become more
empowered. Visions should evoke powerful and compelling mental images. However, they are
not very specific. Strategic objectives, on the other hand, are much more specific and are vital
to ensuring that the organization is striving toward fulfilling its vision and mission. The
company faced a severe reduction in hardware revenues and mobile subscribers. There have
been rumors regarding a potential sale of the company to Samsung Group, privatization of
operations to reduce the risk of shareholder activism, hostile takeovers, and a move to focus
only on software and licensing agreements. Industry experts speculate on what lies ahead, but
new CEO John Chen seems to be optimistic about the future of Blackberry. The return to
success of Blackberry in the smartphone industry might sound farfetched but it was not
impossible. Once Blackberry had held significant market share in the smartphone space. It
remained a question of what strategy the company should adopt to revive the admiration it once
enjoyed and re-boot demand for Blackberry smartphones. The smartphone industry had
become immensely competi- tive with giants Apple Inc. Lazaridis was born in Istanbul in and
came from a. Greek working-class family. Lazaridis displayed remarkable intel- ligence at an
early age and excelled in both reading and science. Lazaridis was frequently exposed to
electrical engineering and sharpened his intuitive understanding of the basic science behind
every electrical innovation. However, he dropped out before graduation and decided to try his
luck in business at the age of The duo set up RIM headquarters in Waterloo, Canada, as an
electronics and computer science consulting company. None of the early projects proved to be
a commercial success, but they generated enough revenue to keep the company viable for more
than a decade. Lazaridis had been exposed to e-mail while in college, at a time when only
professors and scien- tists were using the service. Lazaridis was convinced that data would
become extremely important in the near future, but it was hard to find the funding for a project
involving e-mail, because the early s was a time when major mobile carriers were interested in
devices with voice capa- bilities and in selling as much as possible until the market became
saturated. Reading e-mails on a handheld device was unheard of. In the s, Balsillie was an
employee of a small technology company. This case was solely based on library research and
was developed for class discussion rather than to illustrate either effective or ineffective
handling of an administrative situation. The deal expanded its portfolio of leading medicines
and promising late stage products. Although the firm is best known for its common consumer
products, its biggest recent growth has come from its vast range of pharmaceuticals. The firm
has consistently raised its dividend for well over 50 years and it remains one of only two U. That
is what a diversified business platform affords them. Much of its growth has come from
acquisitions, and it has developed a culture of granting considerable autonomy to each of the
firms that it has absorbed. Although this was intended to cultivate an entrepreneurial attitude
among each of its units, it has prob- ably prevented the firm from pursuing opportunities that
would result from closer collaboration among the units. Because the units fiercely guard their
independence, they have rarely searched for opportunities on which they could combine their
different areas of expertise. William C. After Gorsky took over as CEO in , he pushed harder to
weave together the operations of the different units. The need for greater oversight became
more urgent after the firm ran into quality issues in two of its three divisions, with some
consumer products being recalled. The company grew slowly for a generation before Robert
Wood Johnson II decided reluctantly to take the fam- ily business public. Shareholders were
placed last on the list. Material has been drawn from published sources to be used for purposes
of class discussion. Started in , the airline deviated from the strategy of most other airlines to
use its position between the U. Its strategy of flying large number of passengers all around the
world would have been difficult without the. In particular, Emirates has managed over the years
to radically redraw the map of the world, trans- ferring the hub of international travel from
Europe to the Middle East. Recent developments, however, such as the drop in oil prices and
the growth in terrorist attacks have led to a decline in demand. Many companies, particularly in
the Middle East, have been cutting back on travel for their employees, reducing the premium
revenue that Emirates has been generating from first and business. These are listed below in no
particular order. What Is Strategic Management? Ambidextrous Behaviors: Combining
Alignment and Adaptability. Relationships among Elements of the General Environment.
Interrelationships among Value-Chain Activities within and across Organizations. Firm
Resources and Sustainable Competitive Advantages. Can Competitive Strategies Be Sustained?
Issue for Debate. Choosing Not to React: Forbearance and Co-opetition. Behavioral Control in
Organizations: Situational Factors. International Operations: Implications for Organizational
Structure. Measuring the Success of Corporate Entrepreneurship Activities. This classic case is
an excellent introduction to strategic management using a nonbusiness context. More recently,

this growth of casinos has spread to other locations across Asia-Pacific. All of these new
locations are hoping to grab a share of the gambling revenues. It has removed high fructose
corn syrup from its buns, changed from the use of liquid margarine to real butter, decided to
use chicken that has been raised without antibiotics, and switched to cage- free eggs. During
the past four years, the company had a new CEO almost every year. It was especially troubling
that this decline extended into the crucial year-end holiday period. Finance With the global
success of the microfinance concept, the number of private microfinance institutions exploded
and the initial public offerings for these institutions was on the rise. Natural Resources
GreenWood manager Jeff Nuss narrowed the field from 20 possible investment sites to two
strategic alternatives. Which tree plantation investment in rural China should Jeff proceed with?
Will their new distribution partners bring them in from the cold?. KickStarter offers a platform
for crowdfunding of new ventures, but the field is crowded. Many companies, particularly in the
Middle East, have been cutting back on travel for their employees, reducing the premium
revenue that Emirates has been generating from first and business class passengers.
Processed and Packaged Goods In , Campbell Soup neared the boiling point with numerous
challenges, the most important to remain attractive to health-conscious consumers. But in the
United States and Europe sales are relatively flat. Heineken owns more than smaller or regional
brands of beer. Would the move to launch Bintang, which is its biggest selling beer brand in
Indonesia, into the UK and select European markets be successful? Are Fields and Ford up to
the challenge? Will CEO Mary Barra be able to bring back the glory with a series of new
investments such as in electric vehicles, ride sharing fleets, and driverless cars? While
independence cultivates an entrepreneurial attitude, the units are not pursuing collaborative
opportunities across units. Can McCoy save the remaining business and return the iconic,
direct selling company to profitable growth?. Beer The Boston Beer Company was facing a
difficult competitive environment with direct competition from both larger and smaller breweries
and from premium imported beers. The tendency of the Note 7 to burst into flames from a poor
battery design subsequently led Samsung to engage in one of its most extensive and costly
recalls and to eventually kill the new product. Yet Cook was criticized for being too cautious
about entering new product categories, pursuing acquisitions, and driving employees to
achieve stretch goals. Would Apple be able to innovative without Jobs? There were questions
of what was right for the company to increase shareholder value over the long term, as well as
operational issues related to search engine optimization and online security. Jamba has
gradually expanded its product line over the past several years to appeal to a broader palate,
but was the company biting off more than it could chew? Chen has to navigate the rumors of a
sale to Samsung and hostile takeovers, while refocusing the firm. Will Chen and Blackberry
survive? However, Could Ascena transcend the industry and drive sales forward or was this
one acquisition too many? So, what went wrong? Its founder, Gary Comer, who liked to dress
casually in jeans and sweaters, had fostered a familial culture. However, things dramatically
changed when Ms. Marchionni arrived. She added slimmer-fits, stiletto heels and a new line of
activewear. She overhauled the catalog, hired celebrity photographers, and hired a Vogue stylist
for input. At the end of the day, it appeared that Ms. And as losses piled up quickly, the board
became concerned that she was trying to make too many changes too quickly. Discussion
Questions 1. What actions could Ms. Why not? In addition to being a. In contrast, Apple fully
capitalized on emerging technology trends with a variety of products, including sophis- ticated
smartphones. However, such an emphasis on the leader reflects only part of the picture.
Consider another perspective, called the external control view of leadership. For example,
several book retailers, such as Borders and Waldenbooks, found the consumer shift away from
brick-and-mortar bookstores to online book buying e. Marchionni faced challenges in the
external environment over which she had relatively little control. Before moving on, it is
important to point out that successful executives are often able to navigate around the difficult
circumstances that they face. At times it can be refreshing to see the optimistic position they
take when they encounter seemingly insurmountable odds. Consider, for example, how one
CEO, discussed next, is handling trying times. The credit crisis makes it harder to raise money.
Such problems might send many executives to the window ledge. Commodity prices are still
high, in historical terms. And Needham is confident he can raise enough capital, drawing on
relationships with South African banks. The strategic management of the organization must
become both a pro- cess and a way of thinking throughout the organization. Defining Strategic
Management Strategic management consists of the analyses, decisions, and actions an
organization undertakes in order to create and sustain competitive advantages. This definition
captures two main elements that go to the heart of the field of strategic management. First, the
strategic management of an organization entails three ongoing processes: analyses, decisions,
and actions. Strategic management is concerned with the analysis of strategic goals vision,

mission, and strategic objectives along with the analysis of the internal and external
environments of the organization. Next, leaders must make strategic decisions. These
decisions, broadly speaking, address two basic questions: What industries should we compete
in? How should we compete in those industries? And last are the actions that must be taken.
Decisions are of little use, of course, unless they are acted on. Firms must take the necessary
actions to implement their strategies. This requires leaders to allocate the necessary resources
and to design the organization to bring the intended strategies to reality. Second, the essence
of strategic management is the study of why some firms outperform others. That means
focusing on two fundamental questions:. Managers need to determine if the firm should
position itself as the low-cost producer or develop products and services that are unique and
will enable the firm to charge premium prices. Or should they do some combination of both?
That is, managers need to make such advantages sustainable, instead of temporary.
Sustainable competitive advantage cannot be achieved through operational effective- ness
alone. Operational effectiveness means performing similar activities better than rivals. Each of
these innovations is important, but none lead to sustainable competitive advantage because
everyone is doing them. Strategy is all about being differ- ent. Sustainable competitive
advantage is possible only by performing different activities from rivals or performing similar
activities in different ways. Companies such as Walmart, Southwest Airlines, and IKEA have
developed unique, internally consistent, and difficult- to-imitate activity systems that have
provided them with sustained competitive advan- tages. A company with a good strategy must
make clear choices about what it wants to accomplish. Trying to do everything that your rivals
do eventually leads to mutually destructive price competition, not long-term advantage. Exhibit
1. First, strategic management is directed toward overall organizational goals and objectives.
That is, effort must be directed at what is best for the total organization, not just a single
functional area. For example, opera- tions may decide to schedule long production runs of
similar products to lower unit costs. However, the standardized output may be counter to what
the marketing department needs to appeal to a demanding target market. I tell people that once
you get a job you should act like you run the place. Not in terms of ego, but in terms of how you
think about the business. Think about your piece of the business and the total business.
Second, strategic management includes multiple stakeholders in decision making. Managers
will not be successful if they focus on a single stakeholder. For example, if the overwhelming
emphasis is on generating profits for the owners, employees may become alienated, customer
service may suffer, and the suppliers may resent demands for pricing concessions. Third,
strategic management requires incorporating both short-term and long-term perspec- tives.
However, financial markets can exert significant pressures on executives to meet short-term
performance targets. Studies have shown that corporate leaders often take a short-term
approach to the detriment of creating long-term shareholder value. Consider the following
scenario: You are close to the end of the quarter and you are faced with a project that you are
certain will make money. That is, it has a guaranteed positive net present value NPV. But, it will
reduce your earnings for this quarter. Do you invest? Definition: Strategic management
consists of the analyses, decisions, and actions an organization undertakes in order to create
and sustain competitive advantages. A research study posed this question to CFOs and a
majority said they would not do it. So, what occurs when you cut back on these investments to
prop up short-term earnings every quarter? Thus, your earnings targets in the future quarters
actually get more difficult to hit. Fourth, strategic management involves the recognition of
trade-offs between effectiveness and efficiency. Successful managers must make many
trade-offs. It is central to the practice of strategic management. To summarize, leaders typically
face many difficult and challenging decisions. In a article in the Harvard Business Review,
Wendy Smith and her colleagues provide some valu- able insights in addressing such
situations. However, companies also need consistency in their products and services. This
depicts the tension between existing products and new ones, stability and change. This is the
innovation paradox. However, the firm also needed to sustain its traditional strength in
client-server markets. Global supply chains can be very effective, but they may also lack
flexibility. New ideas can emerge from innovation activities that are dispersed throughout the
world. However, not having all the talent and brains in one location can be costly. This is the
tension between global connectedness and local needs, the globalization paradox. Not too
surprisingly, he faced strong pushback from scientists interested in protecting their turf and
their identities as independent experts. Although both collaboration and independent work were
required to generate new innovations, they posed organizational and cultural challenges.
Clearly, companies exist to create value. This is the obligation paradox. Such behaviors are the
essence of ambidexterity, and they illustrate how a dual capacity for alignment and adaptability
can be woven into the fabric of an organization at the individual level. They take time and are

alert to opportunities beyond the confines of their own jobs. Instead of selling the customer
something else, he worked up a business case for the new module. They are cooperative and
seek out opportunities to com- bine their efforts with others. A marketing manager for Italy was
responsible for supporting a newly acquired subsidiary. When frustrated about the limited
amount of contact she had with her peers in other countries, she began discussions with them.
This led to the creation of a European marketing forum that meets quarterly to discuss issues,
share best practices, and collaborate on marketing plans. They are brokers, always looking to
build internal net- works. When visiting the head office in St. After inquiring further about the
plans and returning to Canada, he contacted a regional man- ager in Manitoba, who he knew
was looking for ways to build his business. They are multitaskers who are comfortable wearing
more than one hat. Although an operations manager for a major cof- fee and tea distributor was
charged with running his plant as effi- ciently as possible, he took it upon himself to identify
value-added services for his clients. By developing a dual role, he was able to manage
operations and develop a promising electronic module that automatically reported impending
problems inside a coffee vending machine. With corporate funding, he found a subcontrac- tor
to develop the software, and he then piloted the module in his own operations. It was so
successful that it was eventually adopted by operations managers in several other countries. A
recent Harvard Business Review article provides some useful insights on how one can become
a more ambidextrous leader. Consider the following questions:. Are you just their. Sources:
Birkinshaw, J. Building ambidexterity into an organization. Solve the succession crisis by
growing inside-out leaders. His arguments were persuasive to many; however, there have been
many challenges in implementing the plan. Not surprisingly, it has caused uncertainty among
senior executives that has led to anxiety and fights over resource allocation. Intended versus
Realized Strategies Henry Mintzberg, a management scholar at McGill University, argues that
viewing the strategic management process as one in which analysis is followed by optimal
decisions and their subsequent meticulous implementation neither describes the strategic
management process accurately nor prescribes ideal practice. Further, decisions are seldom
based on optimal rationality alone, given the political processes that occur in all organizations.
Taking into consideration the limitations discussed above, Mintzberg proposed an alter- native
model. As depicted in Exhibit 1. For a variety of reasons, the intended strategy rarely survives in
its original form. Unforeseen environmental developments, unanticipated resource constraints,
or changes in managerial preferences may result in at least some parts of the intended strategy
remaining unrealized. Many of the leading corporations have reduced their need for outside
legal services by increasingly expanding their in-house legal departments. In response, many
large law firms have been forced to move away from commodity practices such as basic
commercial contracts to more specialized areas like cross-border transactions and global
regulatory issues. Thus, the final realized strategy of any firm is a combination of deliberate and
emergent strategies. Consistent with our discussion above, we use two-way arrows to con- vey
the interactive nature of the processes. Source: Adapted from Mintzberg, H. Before moving on,
we point out that analyzing the environment and formulating strategies are, of course, important
activities in the strategic management process. However, nothing happens until resources are
allocated and effective strategies are successfully implemented. We measure, study, quantify,
analyze every single piece of our business. Strategy analysis may be looked upon as the
starting point of the strategic management pro- cess. Many strategies fail because managers
may want to formulate and implement strategies without a careful analysis of the overarching
goals of the organization and without a thorough analysis of its external and internal
environments. We also assess how well the organization creates networks and relation- ships
as well as how technology can enhance collaboration among employees and provide a means
of accumulating and storing knowledge. First, business-level strategy addresses the issue of
how to compete in a given business to attain competitive advantage. Second, corporate-level
strategy focuses on two issues: a what businesses to compete in and b how businesses can be
managed to achieve synergy; that is, they create more value by work- ing together than by
operating as standalone businesses. Third, a firm must develop inter- national strategies as it
ventures beyond its national boundaries. Fourth, managers must formulate effective
entrepreneurial initiatives. It asks: 1 What business or businesses should. For entrepreneurial
initiatives to succeed, viable opportunities must be recognized and effective strategies must be
formulated. Clearly, sound strategies are of no value if they are not properly implemented. It
also promotes learning and continuous improvement and acts entrepreneurially in creating new
opportunities. First, informational control requires that organizations continually moni- tor and
scan the environment and respond to threats and opportunities. Second, behavioral control
involves the proper balance of rewards and incentives as well as cultures and bound- aries or
constraints. Further, successful firms those that are incorporated practice effec- tive corporate

governance. Thus, the concepts and techniques discussed in the first 12 chapters can be
applied to real-world organizations. McRaven, Retired. His distinguished career includes being
commander of the U. Though leadership, effective processes, and a trust-based organizational
culture had significant parts to play in the success of Neptune Spear, no one should forget it
was the actions of well-trained, committed, confident and fiercely determined young Americans
who were responsible for the positive outcome of that operation. Question 3. What lessons have
you taken from your military career as you lead a very different type of organization as
Chancellor of the University of Texas? Actually, the duties, responsibilities and organizational
relationships are remarkably similar. I am still a servant leader, but instead of serving my
country at the national level, I serve the people of Texas. For years as a flag offi- cer I had a
frequent and direct relationship with the U. Congress; I now have a similar responsibility to
inform and respond to the Texas Legislature. Instead of the Secretary of Defense and his staff,
and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs and his staff, providing oversight and guidance, I have the
Board of Regents. I knew as the senior leader, I first needed to learn and appreciate the
conditions under which we were operat- ing. Additionally, I knew from my time in the military
that communication and. The Special Forces work with the conven- tional infantry. The infantry
work with the naval aviators. The pilots and crews work with the logisticians. We all work with
the intelligence and law enforcement communi- ties and the locals on the ground. And every
day we talk. We would look at a problem, and we were finding solu- tions at a speed unheard of
in the past. We will use our size, our talent and our diversity to collaborate on difficult issues,
and in an environment of competing demands, we will prioritize our objectives so we do not
waste effort on inconsequential goals. As the second largest university system in the United
States we must apply our resources to those priorities and cut away where we are not effective.
And much like my last organization, our rapidly changing environment requires us to constantly
innovate to get ahead of our problems while never losing sight of our mission and our
objectives. Question 4. How did you see personal integrity and organizational ethics play out in
your military career? Can you provide some examples of actions you took to build or sustain an
ethical organization? You always have to reinforce three main principles of a good organization.
That is, all your actions must be moral, legal, and ethical. If you fail to comply with those
foundational elements, you and your organiza- tion will fail. It all starts with your personal
integrity. Maintaining your personal integrity is hard. Being good all the time is difficult. Making
the right decisions in the face of temptation is challenging, but you quickly learn that bad
decisions have consequences, consequences that are rarely worth the momentary lapse in
judgment. If you do the right thing, particularly when no one is watch- ing, you will be rewarded
many times over. The only way to build and sustain an ethical organization is for you, the
leader, to demonstrate the qualities you want the organi- zation to uphold. The littlest actions
and the smallest deci- sions are all closely observed. The culture begins at the top. He recently
became Chancellor of the University of Texas System. His experience as an effective leader in
both military and university organizations provides valuable insights into the strategic
management processes: analysis, formulation, and implementation. As you recall from your
finance classes, the overall purpose of a corporation is to maximize the long-term return to the
owners shareholders. Thus, we may ask: Who is really responsible for fulfilling this purpose?
The primary participants are 1 the shareholders, 2 the management led by the chief executive
officer , and 3 the board of directors. The board of directors BOD are the elected representatives
of the shareholders charged with ensuring that the interests and motives of management are
aligned with those of the owners i. In many cases, the BOD is diligent in fulfilling its purpose. Its
BOD follows guidelines to ensure that its members are independent i. Recently, there has been
much criticism as well as cynicism by both citizens and the business press about the poor job
that management and the BODs of large corporations are doing. And only 22 percent claimed
their boards were completely aware of how their firms created value. One area in which public
anger is most pronounced is the excessive compensation of the top executives of well-known
firms. It is now clear that much of the bonus pay awarded to executives on Wall Street in the
past was richly undeserved. However, even as the sector struggled, the average pay of finance
company CEOs rose Of course, executive pay is not restricted to financial institutions. Clearly,
there is a strong need for improved corporate governance, and we will address this topic in
Chapter 9. Alternative Perspectives of Stakeholder Management Generating long-term returns
for the shareholders is the primary goal of a publicly held corporation. I insist that the only
person who owns the company is the person who paid good money for it. Despite the primacy
of generating shareholder value, managers who focus solely on the interests of the owners of
the business will often make poor decisions that lead to negative, unanticipated outcomes.
Such actions would likely lead to negative outcomes such as alienated employees, increased
gov- ernmental oversight and fines, and disloyal suppliers. Clearly, in addition to shareholders,

there are other stakeholders e. Each stakeholder group makes various claims on the company.
Zero Sum or Symbiosis? For example, employees want higher wages which drive down profits ,
suppliers want higher prices for their inputs and slower, more flexible delivery times which
drive up costs , customers want fast deliveries and higher quality which drive up costs , the
community at large wants charitable contributions which take money from company goals , and
so on. Walmart strives to ramp up growth while many stakeholders are watching nervously:
employees and trade unions; shareholders, investors, and creditors; suppliers and joint venture
partners; the governments of the United States and other nations where the retailer operates;
and customers. In addition many non-governmental organizations NGOs , particularly in
countries where the retailer buys its products, are closely monitoring Walmart. There will
always be conflicting demands on organizations. However, organizations can achieve mutual
benefit through stakeholder symbiosis, which recognizes that stakehold- ers are dependent
upon each other for their success and well-being. This remarkable breakthrough has led to not
only a change in consumer shopping habits but also a revolution in industry supply chain
econom- ics. Consumers love concentrated liquids because they are easier to carry, pour, and
store. Shipping and wholesalers, meanwhile, prefer reduced-sized products because smaller
bottles translate into reduced fuel consumption and improved warehouse space utilization. And,
finally, environmentalists favor such products because they use less packaging and produce
less waste than conventional products. The realization that firms have multiple stakeholders
and that. Communities Good citizenship behavior such as charities, employment, not polluting
the environment. This perspective takes into account financial, social, and environmental
perfor- mance. In the s affirmative action was a high priority; during the s and up to the present
time, the public has been concerned about environmental quality. Many firms have responded
to this by engaging in recycling and reducing waste. And in the wake of terrorist attacks on New
York City and the Pentagon, as well as the continuing threat from terrorists worldwide, a new
kind of priority has arisen: the need to be vigilant concerning public safety. In order to maximize
the positive impact of corporate social responsibility CSR initia- tives, firms need to create
coherent strategies. Here, programs are not designed to increase profits or revenues. Examples
include financial contributions to civic and charity organizations as well as the participation and
engagement of employees in community programs. Improved business performance is a
requirement of programs in this theater and is predicated on social and environmental
challenges and results. Rather than use the typical wholesaler-retailer distribution model to
reach remote villages, the firm recruited village women who were provided with training and
microfinance loans in order to sell soaps, detergents, and other products door-to-door. A key
stakeholder group that appears to be particularly susceptible to corporate social respon- sibility
CSR initiatives is customers. Social and environmental issues can ultimately become financial
issues. If we keep polluting, stricter regulations will be imposed, and energy consumption will
become more costly. The same thing applies to the social side. The environmental revolution
has been almost four decades in the making. However, a series of visible ecological problems
created a groundswell for strict governmental regulation. Environmental sustainability is now a
value embraced by the most competitive and suc- cessful multinational companies. For many
successful firms, environmental values are now becoming a central part of their cultures and
management processes. The study found that sustainability is being increasingly recognized as
a source of cost efficiencies and revenue growth. In many companies, sustain- ability activities
have led to increases in revenue and profits. Many firms have profited by investing in socially
responsible behavior, including those activities that enhance environmental sustainability. With
SRI, investors have the opportunity to put. Instead, the retailer has off-loaded its capital
investment, along with all of the risk, onto partners such as SolarCity. Walmart has installed
megawatts of solar panels on the roofs of stores and distribution centers. That is about 6
percent of their locations and represents enough energy to power 20, houses. How has Walmart
cut its costs? Why put up our own capital? This will also result in an estimated 18 percent
emissions reduction from its operations. Sources: Helman, C. Everyday renewable energy.
November 66, 68; and Makower, J. November 4: np. That easily beat the 2. However, in practice,
such initiatives often have difficulty making it through the conven- tional approval process
within corporations. This is primarily because, before companies make investments in projects,
managers want to know their return on investment. The ROIs on sustainability projects are often
very difficult to quantify for a number of reasons. Among these are:. The data necessary to
calculate ROI accurately are often not available when it comes to sustainability projects. Many
of the benefits from such projects are intangible. Traditional financial models are built around
relatively easy-to-measure, monetized results. The payback period is on a different time frame.
Even when their future benefits can be forecast, sustainability projects often require
longer-term payback windows. Clearly, the case for sustainability projects needs to be made on

the basis of a more holistic and comprehensive understanding of all the tangible and intangible
benefits rather than whether or not they meet existing hurdle rates for traditional investment
projects. For example, 3M uses a lower hurdle rate for pollution prevention projects. When it
comes to environmental projects, IKEA allows a to year payback period, considerably longer
than it allows for other types of investment. And Diversey, a cleaning products company, has
employed a portfolio approach. It has established two hurdles for projects in its carbon reduction plan: a three-year payback and a cost per megaton of carbon avoided. Out of possible
projects ranging from lighting retrofits to solar photovoltaic systems, only 30 cleared both
hurdles. Although about 60 of the other ideas could reach one, an expanded project portfo- lio,
all added together, met the double hurdle. Subsequently, Diversey was able to increase its
carbon reduction goal from 8 to 25 percent and generated a higher net present value. The
alterna- tive of not making these investments is often no longer feasible. Instead, people
throughout the organization must strive toward overall goals. To develop and mobilize people
and other assets, leaders are needed throughout the organization. There is a critical need for
three types of leaders:. Top-level executives are key in setting the tone for the empowerment of
employees. Consider Richard Branson, founder of the Virgin Group, whose core businesses
include retail operations, hotels, communications, and an airline. He is well known for creating a
culture and an informal structure where anybody in the organization can be involved in
generating and acting upon new business ideas. They know that they are not going to get a
mouthful from me if they make a mistake. To inculcate a strategic management perspective,
managers must create management processes to foster change. This involves planning,
leading, and holding people accountable. During the filming of the movie Gorillas in the Mist,
his produc- tion company faced many problems. We called an emergency meeting to solve
these problems. Hours later, someone casually asked her what she had meant. He came back
with phenomenal footage that practically wrote the story for us. The upshot? As part of the
overall system that emphasizes transparency, there is the shared belief at Netflix that good
results depend on people providing their insights and perspec- tives. Getting alignment,
direction, and obtaining results the right way is essential. Those who fail to achieve this are
asked to leave the firm. It fur- ther reinforces the benefits of having broad involvement
throughout the organization in the strategic management process see Strategy Spotlight 1.
Otherwise, when no one knows what the firm is striving to accomplish, individuals have no idea
of what to work toward. What is our real purpose? And then, how do you include everybody so
you know where you are on that plan, so you can work on areas that need special attention. On
the other hand, strategic objectives tend to be more specific and provide a more direct means of
determining if the organization is mov- ing toward broader, overall goals. Leaders must develop
and implement a vision. In other words, managers need to have not only a vision but also a plan
to implement it. Regretfully, 90 percent reported a lack of confidence in their own skills and
ability to conceive a vision. For example, T. Such visions go well beyond narrow financial
objectives, of course, and strive to capture both the minds and hearts of employees. Clearly,
vision statements are not a cure-all. Visions fail for many reasons, including the following
Employees reject visions that are not anchored in reality. They may have tried other
management fads only to find that they fell short of their expectations. However, they remain
convinced that one exists. It is analo- gous to focusing your eyes on a small point on a wall.
Clearly, you would not have very much peripheral vision. Similarly, organizations must strive to
be aware of unfolding events in both their external and internal environment when formulating
and implementing strategies. Note that while the vision statement is broad-based, the mission
state- ment is more specific and focused on the means by which the firm will compete. Effective
mission statements incorporate the concept of stakeholder management, suggest- ing that
organizations must respond to multiple constituencies. Customers, employees, sup- pliers, and
owners are the primary stakeholders, but others may also play an important role. WellPoint will
redefine our industry: Through a new generation of consumer-friendly products that put
individuals back in control of their future. The WellPoint companies provide health security by
offering a choice of quality branded health and related financial services designed to meet the
changing expectations of individuals, families, and their sponsors throughout a lifelong
relationship. Mission statements also can vary in length and specificity. The three mission
statements below illustrate these issues. Our game plan is status go. In our quest of these
goals, we look at the three stars of the Brinker logo and are reminded of the basic values that
are the strength of this company. People, Quality and Profitability. Everything we do at Brinker
must support these core values. We also look at the eight golden flames depicted in our logo,
and are reminded of the fire that ignites our mission and makes up the heart and soul of this
incredible company. As keeper of these flames, we will continue to build on our strengths and
work together to be the best in the business. Few mission statements identify profit or any other

financial indicator as the sole purpose of the firm. Indeed, many do not even mention profit or
shareholder return. For them, the mission should help to build a common understanding of
purpose and commitment to nurture. A good mission statement, by addressing each principal
theme, must communicate why an organization is special and different. Two studies that linked
corporate values and mis- sion statements with financial performance found that the most
successful firms mentioned values other than profits. The less successful firms focused almost
entirely on profitability. They are not the point of life, but without them, there is no life. Vision
statements tend to be quite enduring and seldom change. Sometimes a firm needs to shrink
significantly. Such initiatives can enable a firm to regroup, redeploy, and restart profitable
growth. Strategy Spotlight 1. Strategic Objectives Strategic objectives are used to
operationalize the mission statement. Thus, they are more specific and cover a more
well-defined time frame. Setting objectives demands a yardstick to measure the fulfillment of
the objectives. While most of them are directed toward generating greater profits and returns for
the own- ers of the business, others are directed at customers or society at large. There must be
at least one indicator or yardstick that measures progress against fulfilling the objective. This
provides a clear message as to what needs to be accomplished. However, as it grew it lost its
focus and began diversifying into several new business areas. Not surprisingly, shareholders
were call- ing publicly for new leadership and a major repositioning of the firm. He quickly made
many changes. He replaced 10 of 11 members of the management team with people who had no
vested interest in the past decisions. His team also found that Perceptual was using more than
3, computer systems and applications. Key among his efforts was to get employees to refocus
on the founding princi- ples of the company. Efforts by Lloyd and his management team led to a
dramatic turnaround. Its stock price more than doubled within four years; employee
engagement has significantly increased; the firm is gaining market share in its core markets;
and net profits have increased over 16 percent each year from to Sources: Zook, C. Reigniting
growth. Harvard Business Review. Fortune Brands. Wells Fargo. In essence, it must be
challenging but doable. There must be a time frame for achieving the objective. When objectives
satisfy the above criteria, there are many benefits. This helps the organization concen- trate and
conserve valuable resources and work collectively in a timely manner. Second, challenging
objectives can help to motivate and inspire employees to higher levels of commitment and
effort. Much research has supported the notion that people work. These stores sold natural
home products made by Seventh Generation, a socially conscious company. Interestingly, the
inspiration for its name came from the Great Law of the Haudenosaunee. Clearly, Seventh
Generation faced a dilemma: On the one hand, it believed that the strikers had a just cause.
However, if it honored the strikers by not crossing the picket lines, the firm would lose the shelf
space for its products in the stores it had worked so hard to secure. Honoring the strikers
would also erode its trust with the large grocery stores. How important should the Seventh
Generation values be considered when deciding what to do? How can Seventh Generation solve
this dilemma? Sources: Russo, M. Companies on a mission: Entrepreneurial strategies for
growing sustainably, responsibly, and profitably. Major work stoppage in Bureau of Labor and
Statistics. Compensation and Working Conditions. Profits with purpose: Seventh Generation.
The six nations: Oldest living participatory democracy on earth. Third, as we noted earlier in the
chapter, there is always the potential for different parts of an organization to pursue their own
goals rather than overall company goals. Although well intentioned, these may work at
cross-purposes to the organization as a whole. Meaningful objectives thus help to resolve
conflicts when they arise. Finally, proper objectives provide a yardstick for rewards and
incentives. They will ensure a greater sense of equity or fairness when rewards are allocated. A
caveat: When formulating strategic objectives, managers need to remember that too many
objectives can result in a lack of focus and diminished results:. A few years ago CEO Tony
Petrucciani and his team at Single Source Systems, a software firm in Fishers, Indiana, set 15
annual objectives, such as automating some of its software functions. Going forward,
Petrucciani decided to set just a few key priorities. Sometimes, less is more! In addition to the
above, organizations have lower-level objectives that are more spe- cific than strategic
objectives. We discuss these issues in detail in Chapter 9. Select a company that competes in
an industry in which you are interested. What are some of the recent demands that stakeholders
have placed on this company? Use the Internet and library resources. Provide examples of
companies that are actively trying to increase the amount of empowerment in the strategic
management process throughout the organization. Do these companies seem to be having
positive outcomes? Do you feel that they are constructive and useful as a means of motivating
employees and providing a strong strategic direction? Note: Annual reports, along with the
Internet, may be good sources of information. Find their mission statements. Complete the
following exhibit by identifying the stakeholders that are mentioned. Evaluate the differences

between firms in the private sector and those in the public sector. Briefly discuss the three key
activities in the strategic. Why is it important for managers to recognize the interdependent
nature of these activities? What are its three key elements, and how can it be improved? Why do
firms need to have a greater strategic management perspective and empowerment in the
strategic management process throughout the organization? What are the main components of
it, and why must consistency be achieved among them? A company focuses solely on
short-term profits to provide the greatest return to the owners of the business i. What ethical
issues could this raise? Over time, however, the behavior of some executives is contrary to
these statements. Could this raise some ethical issues? Colvin, G. The 21st century
corporation. The rise of superstars. Kapner, S. The romance of leadership and the evaluation of
organizational performance. The external control of organizations: A resource dependence
perspective. Leadership and management development: An afterword. For a discussion of the
best and worst managers for , read Anonymous. The best managers. On page 42 in the same
issue. Ewing, J. South Africa emerges from the shadows. For an interesting perspective on the
need for strategists to maintain a global mind-set, refer to Begley, T. The need for a global
mind-set. See, for example, Barney, J. The resource- based view: Origins and implications. In
Hitt, M. Malden, MA: Blackwell. Porter, M. What is strategy? This section draws upon Dess, G.
Strategic management. New York: McGraw-Hill. See, for example, Hrebiniak, L. The strategic
importance of managing myopia. For an insightful discussion on how to manage diverse
stakeholder groups, refer to Rondinelli, D. How corporations and environmental groups
cooperate: Assessing cross-sector alliances and collaborations. Some dangers of a short-term
perspective are addressed in Van Buren, M. The quick wins paradox. Senge, P. Leading learning
organizations: The bold, the powerful, and the invisible. In Hesselbein, F. Loeb, M. Where
leaders come from. Fortune, September quoting Warren Bennis. Ignatius, A. Harvard Business
Review, 94 5 : This section draws on: Smith, W. What is your management model? Mintzberg, H.
Of strategies: Deliberate and emergent. Some interesting insights on decision- making
processes are found in Nutt, P. Investigating the success of decision making processes.
Machota, J. March 4C. A study investigating the sustainability of competitive advantage is
Newbert, S. Value, rareness, competitive advantages, and performance: A conceptual-level
empirical investigation of the resource- based view of the firm. Good insights on mentoring are
addressed in DeLong, T. Why mentoring matters in a hypercompetitive world. A unique
perspective on differentiation strategies is Austin, R. High margins and the quest for aesthetic
coherence. Some insights on partnering in the global area are discussed in MacCormack, A.
Harvard Business Review, 66 1 : 24, For insights on how firms can be successful in entering
new markets in emerging economies, refer to Eyring, M. New business models in emerging
markets. The secrets of strategy execution. Interesting perspectives on strategy execution
involving the link between strategy and operations are addressed in Kaplan, R. Mastering the
management system. An innovative perspective on organizational design is found in Garvin, D.
The multiunit enterprise. Intel Corp. Intel corporation board of directors guidelines on
significant corporate governance issues. Jones, T. Ethical theory and stakeholder- related
decisions: The role of stakeholder culture. Rogues of the year. Baer, D. Greatness is gone.
Dallas Morning News, October 1 D. Barton, D. Where boards fall short. Task, A. Rosenberg, Y.
Some interesting insights on the role of activist investors can be found in Greenwood, R. When
not to listen to activist investors. For an interesting perspective on the changing role of boards
of directors, refer to Lawler, E. Rethinking governance. Benz, M. Corporate governance: What
can we learn from public governance? The salience of shareholder value is addressed in
Carrott, G. An excellent review of stakeholder management theory can be found in Laplume, A.
Stakeholder theory: Reviewing a theory that moves us. For a definitive, recent discussion of the
stakeholder concept, refer to Freeman, R. A stakeholder approach to strategic management.
Harrison, J. Managing for stakeholders, stakeholder utility functions, and competitive
advantage. Stakeholder symbiosis. The Walmart example draws on: Camillus, J. Strategy as a
wicked problem. For a strong advocacy position on the need for corporate values and social
responsibility, read Hollender, J. What matters most: Corporate values and social responsibility.
Rangan, K. The truth about CSR. Bhattacharya, C. For some findings on the relationship
between corporate social responsibility and firm performance, see Margolis, J. Competitive
advantage on a warming planet. Leadership with a conscience. This section draws on Hart, S.
Beyond greening: Strategies for a sustainable world. Proactive corporate environmental
management: A new industrial revolution. For a creative perspective on environmental
sustainability and competitive advantage as well as ethical implications, read Ehrenfeld, J. The
roots of sustainability. The corporate response to the environmental challenge. Summary
Report. Delmas, M. Voluntary agreements to improve environmental quality: Symbolic and
substantive cooperation. Vogel, D. Is there a market for virtue? The business case for corporate

social responsibility. Esty, D. Green rules to drive innovation. Chamberlain, M. Socially
responsible investing: What you need to know. Kaahwarski, T. It pays to be good. Bloomberg
Businessweek, February 1 to February 8: This discussion draws on Kuehn, K. Sustainability a
CFO can love. Green to gold. Hoboken, NJ: Wiley. For an interesting perspective on the role of
middle managers in the strategic management process, refer to Huy, Q. In praise of middle
managers. Worley, C. Creating management processes built for change. An insightful
discussion about the role of vision, mission, and strategic objectives can be found in Collis, D.
Can you say what your strategy is? Our discussion draws on a variety of sources. These
include Lipton, M. Demystifying the development of an organizational vision. Lasting
inspiration. Vision: How leaders develop it, share it, and sustain it. Some interesting
perspectives on gender differences in organizational vision are discussed in Ibarra, H. Women
and the vision thing. Company records. Lipton, op. Sexton, D. A longitudinal study of small
business strategic planning. For an insightful perspective on the use of strategic objectives,
refer to Chatterjee, S. Core objectives: Clarity in designing strategy. LO Why environmental
scanning, environmental monitoring, and collecting. LO Why scenario planning is a useful
technique for firms competing in industries characterized by unpredictability and change. LO
How the Internet and digitally based capabilities are affecting the five competitive forces and
industry profitability. Analyzing the external environment is a critical step in recognizing and
understanding the opportunities and threats that organizations face. And here is where some
companies fail to do a good job. Consider the example of Salemi Industries and the launch of its
product, Cell Zone, in What is the biggest stumbling block for Cell Zone? Are there other market
segments where Cell Zone might work? As we saw from the Cell Zone example, misreading the
market can lead to negative consequences. In the business world, many once-successful firms
have fallen. All the ingredients were there, but no others connected them until he created CNN.
Like Turner, the best CEOs are compulsively tuned to the external environment and seem to
have a sixth sense that picks up anomalies and detects early warning signals which may
represent key threats or opportunities. How can perceptual acuity be improved? Instead,
high-performing CEOs are constantly meeting with people and searching out information.
Charan provides three examples:. The setting is informal, and outsiders often attend. The
participants look beyond the lens of their industry because some trends that affect one industry
may impact others later on. Examining the world from multiple perspectives, they share their
thinking about how different trends may develop. Such input typically leads to spirited
discussions that provide valued input on the hinge assumptions and options that are under
consideration. Once, the focus was on pinpointing the risk inherent in a certain strategy. Now,
discussions have led to finding that the company was missing a valuable opportunity. The Ford
Econoline van is a popular model made by the Ford Motor Company typically used by
businesses to haul equipment. The Econoline van uses a standard fuel pump delivery system
that pumps gasoline from the gas tank to the engine. When this system fails, you won't be able
to run the vehicle. Since the fuel system is under pressure, there is one method that is very
accurate for troubleshooting a Ford Econoline fuel system. Check the fuel pump fuse. Pull down
the fuse box cover, and remove the fuse for the fuel pump using the fuse puller inside the fuse
panel. The metallic strip inside the fuse panel should not be broken. If it is, replace the fuse with
one of the same amperage. Put your key into the ignition, and turn the ignition to the "II"
position. Listen for a faint humming sound. This humming is the sound of the fuel pump
priming the system. The relay for the pump energizes, and that is what produces the momentary
hum. If you cannot hear your fuel pump prime, then the pump has almost certainly failed. The
pump is near the rear of the vehicle; you should definitely be able to hear it if you are listening
carefully. The relay and pump assembly is what pressurizes the fuel system. So if you do not
hear the pump prime, then the fuel system is not pressurized and will not deliver fuel to the
engine. When this happens, the pump and relay will need to be replaced by a professional
mechanic. Turn the engine on and check for fuel leaks under the van anywhere from the gas
tank to the hood. Since the fuel lines run underneath the Econoline van, instead of through the
vehicle, the lines are prone to rust and corrosion if you live in a humid or corrosive environment
i. With the engine is on, the system will be pressurized, so you will see any fuel leaking from
under the vehicle. Any fuel leaks in the lines must be fixed. This normally means replacing all
the fuel lines. Open the hood. With the engine still running, check the fuel filter mounted on the
firewall. The fuel filter is a small canister where the fuel lines from the fuel tank converge. You
can trace the lines from the back of the van all the way up to the filter. Check for any leaks. A
fuel leak at the filter is normally caused by damaged or defective banjo bolts that connect the
fuel lines to the fuel filter. In this case, new bolts must be purchased and installed from a Ford
dealership. The filter itself can be faulty. If the fuel filter has more than 30, miles on it, you
should replace it. Check for hesitation at low RPM. While driving, if you experience hesitation

when the throttle is wide open the accelerator pedal is all the way to the floor , this indicates
that the fuel injectors are dirty. In some cases it indicates that the fuel filter must be changed
because it is clogged with contaminates. The fuel injectors will likely need to be removed and
cleaned by a professional mechanic. I am a Registered Financial Consultant with 6 years
experience in the financial services industry. I am trained in the financial planning process, with
an emphasis in life insurance and annuity contracts. I have written for Demand Studios since
Step 1 Check the fuel pump fuse. Step 2 Put your key into the ignition, and turn the ignition to
the "II" position. Step 3 Turn the engine on and check for fuel leaks under the van anywhere
from the gas tank to the hood. Step 4 Open the hood. Mellon; Ford E Wiring Diagram â€” wiring
diagram is a simplified within acceptable limits pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It
shows the components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the capacity and signal contacts
amongst the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives opinion practically the relative tilt and
treaty of devices and terminals on the devices, to back in building or servicing the device. A
pictorial diagram would statute more detail of the inborn appearance, whereas a wiring diagram
uses a more symbolic notation to highlight interconnections over subconscious appearance. A
wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to create clear that every the
connections have been made and that anything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams be in
the approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and steadfast electrical
services in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where
particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use tolerable
symbols for wiring devices, usually alternative from those used upon schematic diagrams. The
electrical symbols not isolated perform where something is to be installed, but as well as what
type of device is innate installed. For example, a surface ceiling open is shown by one symbol, a
recessed ceiling lighthearted has a every other symbol, and a surface fluorescent roomy has
marginal symbol. Each type of switch has a substitute symbol and suitably get the various
outlets. There are symbols that decree the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and
thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to
accept relationship of the address to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will
as a consequence increase panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams
for special facilities such as flame alarm or closed circuit television or new special services.
Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category
only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website.
These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Fender Wiring Diagram
Wiring Diagram 50 views. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume
you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy
Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the
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cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to
opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. You'll be able to find out if
the fuel pump relay, or the fuel pump Inertia Switch, or the fuel pump is the cause of the No
Start Condition on your Ford car or pickup. If your fuel injected Ford pickup, van, or car still has
the Ford relay, this bad boy will be a green color like the one in the image viewer. If it has
already been replaced with an after-market one, this relay won't be green, but will have a gray
body. This is no big deal, since the circuit descriptions are the same. You will be able to use the
info in this article to diagnose the fuel pump relay on your Ford vehicle even if the colors of the
fuel pump relay connector's wires are different! The core purpose of a relay is to control a high
amount of current with a smaller lower current. You might ask. Well, every Ford fuel pump relay
has two basic circuits and for the purpose of our discussion, we'll call them:. The high current
circuit is the one that delivers the voltage and thus current to the fuel pump in the gas tank or
on the frame rail. As you can see, there's really nothing complicated happening behind the
scenes with the fuel pump relay and the way it activates the fuel pump when you turn the Key
On and start cranking the engine. Ford Ignition System Circu
1976 ford f250 owners manual
2011 impala owners manual
2013 toyota venza maintenance schedule

it Diagram 4. All Tutorials: 4. I leave dental floss in the kitchen and watch the roaches hang
themselves. This material may not be reproduced without the author's consent. As an Amazon
Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product
links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic
testing information to help you solve the problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2 Page 3 Page 4.
Testing the Ford fuel pump relay on the car is not that hard to do. You need a few basic things
and they are: Multimeter A digital or analog multimeter will work. Wire Piercing Probe This tool
is a time saver of the first order. To see what this tool looks like, click here: Wire Piercing Probe.
Jumper Wires You'll need two of them with alligator clips on both ends you can make these
yourself. Applies To:. Ford Vehicles:. Lincoln Vehicles:. Mercury Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this
link or you will be banned from the site! Hate Spam.

